Minutes 8-25
Advisors’ Report:
Constitution Day: Think about something to do to recognize it and celebrate it.
Desks: No longer in stock at Walmart but we can order from the desk company at an additional
$25 a piece.
President’s Report:
Ice Cream Social: Look over the responses to survey and find patterns. People seem to want
more outdoor amenities so we should think about how we can facilitate that.
Arlette to send comments about food to Sodexo mainly the ones asking for more vegan options
and asking for more quality control over the food.
We should try to make a survey to address the finer points and concerns of this one.
President can send the nomination form out to the student body.
Facility request is still pending.
SGA Committee Development: moved by Parliamentarian Alexander
Brooks: Sent an email outlining the committees and their responsibilities.
Peebles: We can open up committees by application to non-senator students or we can open
committees up to leaders of other student organizations. We might want to consider transferring
club development to SGA the way other SGAs do. This would likely facilitate a closer
connection and collaboration with student organizations.
Brooks: Constitution mandates advice and consent of the senate in order to divide them into
committees but we will look further into that and adjust action accordingly.
Constitutional Revisions: moved by VP Brooks; Objected by Parliamentarian Alexander
Objection: 5 yes 0 no
Website Corrections: Moved by Secretary O’zee
Suggestion box: We still don’t know where suggestions go, but we have the ability to send them
to our advisors and the SGA email which we will request to do. Bret’s name also needs to be
fixed on the website. Bret should also racquet that the advisors be added to the suggestion
recipients.
Senator Elections: Moved by Treasurer Melendez
We are considering making a QR code to hang around campus to make nomination form more
accessible to students. Nomination forms should be sent to the SGA email as well as our
advisors.
Senate Venue Accommodations: Moved by VP Brooks
We haven’t heard back about zoom webinar and its use in the Davis Amphitheater.

Microphones are usable and we have the materials needed to support zoom in the Davis
Amphitheater, we just need to know whether or not we have permission.
SAB in the Oval: moved by Parliamentarian Alexander
Booth is limited to two people. We are also considering setting out a QR code for our nomination
forms and we have a lot of water that we should probably hand out during the movie.
Bret and Matthew will run the booth. Jamilyn and Korbyn have a poster to let us use, we just
need to put on another QR code. We have an ice chest available, we just need to contact security
and student services to get one so we can pass out cold water.
Senate Concerning Covid-19: Moved by Treasurer Melendez
We just need to make a plan outlining our social distancing plan which will likely just be
following the stickers already in the Amphitheater with some supplementary policies.
Sergeant at Arms will probably be necessary to monitor and regulate our audience to prevent
disruption. We need to order senator supplies such as binders and name tags. We also need to
purchase a gavel for our Vice President.
Motion is to set aside $50 from the executive fund to open a PO for the Print Shop:
5 yes 0 no
USAO Board of Regents Meeting: moved by VP Brooks
President Peebles has been invited to the Board of Regents meeting and was wondering if we had
any recommendations to bring to them.
Alexander: Announce goals of SGA.
Melendez: Bring wishes from students about outdoor amenities from the ice cream social.
Open Discussion and Announcements:
OSGA Presidential retreat is on September 26 on zoom and Korbyn and Matthew will plan to
attend.

